U.S.S. Vesuvius – November 2, 1999

Kris:
The U.S.S. Vesuvius is docked at Oberon Station getting ready for a brief shakedown cruise.  Departure is scheduled in five minutes.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<BEGIN ANOTHER ILLUSTRIOUS NEW HISTORICAL STRING OF ADVENTURES WITH THE U.S.S. VESUVIUS>>>>>>>>>>

XOBishop:
::gets Jacen set up in the new quarters and reports to the bridge::

CO_Alar:
::sitting in the captain's seat, waiting for the bridge crew to arrive and noting times::

CTO-Crazi:
::finishes running level one diagnostics on the weapon systems, always a priority::

FCO_T`Mok:
::working to setup the Flight Controls console to suit himself ::

CEO_Davis:
::ducks into Main Engineering and heads directly into office, carefully studying all of the consoles in that room::

CTO-Crazi:
::heads into TL for bridge::

OPS_Warek:
::at OPS running final analysis of ship systems::

FCO_T`Mok:
::Checking  Astrometrics data loads ::

CTO-Crazi:
TL: deck one

CTO-Crazi:
::listens to the hum of the graviton relays::

FCO_T`Mok:
::Checking Power and speeds availability ::

CEO_Davis:
::sets all of the consoles to run a level four diagnostic on their own systems, wanting to make sure the data in front of him is accurate::

XOBishop:
::walks over to the captain and hands her his Reassignment PADD:: CO: LtCmdr Bishop Reporting for duty sir

CTO-Crazi:
::exits TL as the doors swish open::

CO_Alar:
::glances up:: Bishop:: Commander, I've heard a lot about you. Welcome to the Vesuvius.

XOBishop:
CO: I hope it was mostly good sir, Thank you

CTO-Crazi:
::takes a quick look around the bridge, already familiar with it's appearance and head to the CO::

CO_Alar:
Captain Olbrun gave you an excellent recommendation...but that was many months ago.

CEO_Davis:
::turns and looks at the warp core for a moment, remembering it to be exactly as it was on the Seleya months ago::

FCO_T`Mok:
OPS: I am reading a variance on the Warp power feeds to the Starboard nacelle

CO_Alar:
::notes that most of the crew has reported in::

CTO-Crazi:
CO: Ensign Travis Crazi reporting as ordered ma’am!

OPS_Warek:
FCO:I see it ::corrects the problem::

XOBishop:
CO:Aye, your my fourth CO since Captain Olbrun

CO_Alar:
Crazi: Ensign, take your station.

CEO_Davis:
::sits down in chair and looks to console, quickly logging into the LCARS and ordering another diagnostic, this one on the warp drive::

CO_Alar:
Bishop: Please, take a seat.

CTO-Crazi:
CO: aye ::walks up incline to tactical station::

FCO_T`Mok:
OPS: Thank You ::checks it ::

CO_Alar:
Bishop: Dara had a good recommendation for you...she told me you were an excellent engineer.

OPS_Warek:
CEO:that should do it

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Ready on the Helm

XOBishop:
CO:Aye Sir ::realizes he must look awkward standing there talking to the captain and quickly sits down::

DrDuPont:
::walks into sickbay, picks up a padd::

CTO-Crazi:
::types in access code and begins to run final system checks::

CO_Alar:
T'Mok: Request clearance to depart.

CEO_Davis:
::looks at the console as it flashes up the results from his first diagnostics, and he nods with approval as he sees nothing wrong...yet::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Aye, Captain

OPS_Warek:
CO:all systems check out

XOBishop:
::Examines his panel realizing how similar it is to the Ganymede, the entire bridge even::

DrDuPont:
::checks the crew roster against the medical records, notes that MO Pipe is late::

MO_Pipe:
CMO: ::stands at attention and hides pipe::

DrDuPont:
::jumps and turns around::

FCO_T`Mok:
COM: Starbase OPS : This Is The U.S.S. Vesuvius requesting departure clearance for testing

CO_Alar:
Warek: Good to know. I'd hate to think we were getting a lemon.

CTO-Crazi:
::notices power relay that is fluctuating, corrects the problem::

Kris:
<Starbase OPS>  COM Vesuvius:  Clearance granted.

DrDuPont:
::narrows eyes at the MO:: Pipe: don't do that!

FCO_T`Mok:
COM: Starbase OPS :  Thank You , Starbase

OPS_Warek:
CO:I know how that would feel

CO_Alar:
FCO: Just back us out nice and easy...::smiles::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Permission granted

CEO_Davis:
::looks down again as the short warp core diagnostic ends as well::

Kris:
<Starbase OPS> ::rolling eyes at the formality::

CTO-Crazi:
::begins sensor sweeps of the system::

FCO_T`Mok:
OPS: Release Power couplings and verify

MO_Pipe:
CMO: I'd hate for you to have heart failure, I'm sorry

FCO_T`Mok:
::Disengages docking clamps ::

CTO-Crazi:
XO: sensors detect no threats, everything checks out!

OPS_Warek:
::releases power couplings:: FCO:power couplings released

EO_KLutz:
:: Heads to main engineering with PADD in hand ::

CEO_Davis:
*Bridge* Davis to Bridge.

FCO_T`Mok:
::nods and backs away at 1/4 impulse ::

XOBishop:
CTO:Understood

CO_Alar:
FCO: One half impulse once we're clear of the station, then full impulse once we're out past the nearest planet.

DrDuPont:
Pipe: No problem ::catches breath:: Here, take this padd and check it against the inventory, then I want to go over the crew roster with you and set up appointments for their physicals.

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: The ship is backing at 1/4 impulse

Kris:
ACTION: THE GRACEFUL FORM OF THE USS VESUVIUS GLIDES PAST OBSERVERS IN THE LOUNGE ON OBERON STATION.

CTO-Crazi:
OPS: I'm getting a small fluctuation in power conduit F-19

EO_KLutz:
:: Bumps into a pylon while reading his PADD as he enters ME::

DrDuPont:
::feels the vibration of the ship leaving the station::

FCO_T`Mok:
::Plots predetermined point and turns the ship with thrusters and heads out at 1/2 impulse ::

MO_Pipe:
::looks down at Padd and frowns, umm all the inventory?

OPS_Warek:
CTO:that shouldn't be there

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Turnaround , headed out

XOBishop:
::brings up some crew records to examine::

DrDuPont:
::looks at Pipe:: Pipe: would you like to inventory the entire ship or just Sickbay? :;taps foot::

CEO_Davis:
*Bridge* Bridge, this is Engineering.  You have warp power when ready.

EO_KLutz:
CEO:EO_Klutz reporting:

CEO_Davis:
::turns at the sound of Klutz’s voice::

OPS_Warek:
::attempts to fix fluctuation in conduit F-19::

CO_Alar:
::drums her fingertips on the arm of her chair as the ship heads out::

CTO-Crazi:
::taps on console, it appears there is a 3% drop in power transfer ::chuckles::  our first bug!

EO_KLutz:
::adjusts uniform and realizes he spilled coffee on his tunic::

MO_Pipe:
::another frown line on his wintry face and albino hair::

CEO_Davis:
EO: Good day.  Man the Duty Console across the way there and run a level three diagnostic on all main systems.

EO_KLutz:
CEO:Sir where would I be assigned today?:

FCO_T`Mok:
::checks calibration marks on verineiers and engages full impulse ::

DrDuPont:
Pipe: do you have a problem? ::beginning to lose her patience::

CEO_Davis:
::can tell he has a real winner here::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: At Full impulse , past outer marker

XOBishop:
::wondering how long it will take the captain to wear four fingertip size indentations in the arm of her chair::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Aye sir level 3 it is:

OPS_Warek:
::diverts extra energy from conduit F-19 into another system::

MO_Pipe:
CMO: No Doctor, I'll start with the medicine chest ::holds his tongue::

FCO_T`Mok:
::plots course for Warp testing ::

CTO-Crazi:
OPS: there, the conduit is back to normal transfer rates

DrDuPont:
Pipe: Very good, bring me the inventory when your finished.

CO_Alar:
T'Mok: Once we're out of the system, fire up the warp drive, and take it at warp one.

CEO_Davis:
::brings up schematics and power readings of the Vesuvius warp core, carefully monitoring them as this is the first time they have been used for a while::

EO_KLutz:
:: Goes to console and begins tapping keys ....humming softly to a tune in his head::

FCO_T`Mok:
::nods:: CO: Warp in 1 minute

MO_Pipe:
::wonders if anyone would notice if a old salt took a smoking break::

OPS_Warek:
CTO:good.  do the weapons check out?

DrDuPont:
::walks into her office and runs a finger along the top of her chair .....::

FCO_T`Mok (Sound - WARP.wav):
::engages  to Warp one ::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: diagnostics show slight fluctuations in port nacelle:

CEO_Davis:
::notices a slight but gradual rise in power readings::

CO_Alar:
::feels a slight jump that is tempered by the inertial dampeners::

FCO_T`Mok:
::checks over his boards for mal-indications ::

CTO-Crazi:
OPS: all systems at peak efficiency

DrDuPont:
::felt a vibration in the leather of the chair...they must have jumped to warp::

CEO_Davis:
EO: In what part of the nacelle?

CEO_Davis:
::shifts over to this right a foot and brings up a status display for the pot nacelle, looking for the fluctuations::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Checking now sir:

MO_Pipe:
::puts on his glasses, being allergic to other medicines, and begins counting bottles...1...2..3::

Kris:
ACTION: THE STARBOARD NACELLE BEGINS LEAKING PLASMA AND AUTOMATIC SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS ARE ACTIVATED, BUT NOT FULLY.  A SPATIAL RIFT IS FORMING AROUND THE DAMAGED WARP FIELD.

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: We are at warp one , my boards show everything within tolerances

CEO_Davis:
::feels a sharp shudder::

CTO-Crazi:
::hears alarm sound, checks::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Power Fluctuations shutting down from Warp

OPS_Warek:
CO:starboard nacelle has shut down on us

CO_Alar:
T'Mok: All stop.

CEO_Davis:
::sees alarms start to blare out all around him, and his eyes immediately dart down to console::

XOBishop:
::hears an alarm from the engineering station::*CEO*:Report

FCO_T`Mok:
::goes to impulse ::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Forget the port nacelle we have a plasma leak in the starboard nacelle:

CO_Alar:
::stops herself as Bishop responds to the crisis::

Kris:
ACTION: THE U.S.S. VESUVIUS CONTINUES AT A SLOWED-VERSION OF WARP ONE...AS IF LOOMING THROUGH TIME...

DrDuPont:
::looks up as the chair begins to vibrate again:: to self: Most unusual.

MO_Pipe:
::falls as the ship shudders as scores of tiny bottles land on him::

CEO_Davis:
*XO*: We have a plasma leak in the starboard nacelle.  the shutdown systems haven't completely activated...attempting to compensate.

CEO_Davis:
::looks down at console::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: The helm is not responding properly

CTO-Crazi:
::nervously taps on panel, not a good start for a newly fixed up ship::

XOBishop:
::wondering if he jumped respond too soon for the captains tastes::

OPS_Warek:
::runs diagnostic on starboard nacelle::

CEO_Davis:
::looks at schematics, concentrating on starboard PTC and nacelle::

DrDuPont:
::hears a crash in the main area of Sickbay::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Emergency shutdown backup systems in operation:

Kris:
ACTION: THE WARP SYSTEMS CONTINUE TO MIS-FUNCITON IN A WEIRD SLOW WAY, DRIVING THE SHIP INTO A CIRCLE BECAUSE THE STARBOARD NACELLE IS NOT KEEPING PACE.

CO_Alar:
Bishop: Nothing like a crisis to christen a ship, eh?

DrDuPont:
::stands and quickly finds the source::

XOBishop:
*CEO*:Understood

MO_Pipe:
::humorless grin as his head peeks out of the mess::

CEO_Davis:
*XO*: That's it.  There was a slight jump in power readings in the starboard Power transfer conduit.  I have to shut down the engine to fix this..

XOBishop:
CO:No kidding

CTO-Crazi:
::sends security teams to seal of that area from un-authorized personnel::

DrDuPont:
Pipe: ::hands on hips:: Are you alright?

XOBishop:
::chuckles gloomily and shakes his head::

CO_Alar:
*CEO*: Shut down the core. We need to get that nacelle addressed.

CEO_Davis:
::again sifts through LCARS, and prepares the commands to deactivate the engine::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Shutting down now sir:

FCO_T`Mok:
::Frets over his board trying to get a positive response ::

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: Acknowledged, we're on it.

CEO_Davis:
::nods to Klutz::

MO_Pipe:
CMO: would you believe I need a medical leave?

Kris:
ACTION: THE SHIP LURCHES FORWARD AND COMES TO A DEAD STOP, VENTING PLASMA FROM THE STARBOARD NACELLE.

CTO-Crazi:
::holds on console::

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: Dead stop, Captain

EO_KLutz:
:: taps a few more buttons to begin shutdown sequence:

DrDuPont:
::stumbles and lands on Pipe::

CEO_Davis:
::shuts down warp core and holds deuterium tank and antihydrogen tanks from flowing into the magnetic compression chamber::

CO_Alar:
::she's itching to get down to engineering to lend a hand, but her place is on the bridge::

DrDuPont:
to self: Ack!

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Trying to find the cause of the leak but no success:

MO_Pipe:
::bottles of supplies go spinning as the CMO land on him:: CMO: Oooof!!

CO_Alar:
Ops: What is the status on radiation levels.

CEO_Davis:
::watches as the core shuts down::

CEO_Davis:
EO: Keep trying.

FCO_T`Mok:
CO: With Permission , I would like to attempt a level 3 diagnostic on the Flight controls panel with the Assistance of the OPS officer ?

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Aye sir:

OPS_Warek:
CO:radiation levels are slowly rising

DrDuPont:
::looks down at Pipe and hides her embarrassment::

CO_Alar:
Warek: How slowly?

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: The core has been shut down, Captain. I'm not reading any more plasma venting...we're investigating the source, however.

CO_Alar:
Davis: Good. Keep me informed.

DrDuPont:
::quickly scrambles to her feet, adjusting her uniform::

CEO_Davis:
::jogs out of his office and heads towards the master systems display; he quickly studies the large wall panel::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Plasma conduits seem to be the failed part. Checking installation date and serial numbers now:

MO_Pipe:
::small grin:: CMO: you did that on purpose...::still buried beneath bottles of supplies::

CEO_Davis:
::puts finger to wall, following the matter/anti-matter reaction::

XOBishop:
*CMO*:Prepare for possible radiation poisonings

CO_Alar:
T'Mok: Please do. We can use all the help we can get.

CEO_Davis:
::turns and nods::

CEO_Davis:
EO: That looks like the problem.  They shouldn't just fail like that though...

OPS_Warek:
CO:I estimate 40 minutes to 1 hour before they start reaching dangerous levels

DrDuPont:
::reaches down a hand to help him up:: Pipe: put this stuff away pronto :;taps Comm: *XO* Aye, sir.

CEO_Davis:
::notices a red area on the panel::

FCO_T`Mok:
::goes to a nearby cabinet and withdraws a meter and a Tricorder ::

CEO_Davis:
::steps back towards the systems display::

CO_Alar:
Warek: I think we need to reevaluate your concept of "slow"...

MO_Pipe:
::helped out of the mess, with a sigh, guess I made a fine mess::

FCO_T`Mok:
::opens the bottom of the Console revealing the circuitry that lies beneath ::

DrDuPont:
::motions Nurse Holly Davenport to help Pipe secure the supplies and get Sickbay ready::

CTO-Crazi:
::sends security teams to secure vital areas of the ship::

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: Captain, we're looking at a blown plasma conduit here.  It looks like the starboard power transfer conduit took on too much power when we started the engines, and the plasma conduits couldn't keep up.

OPS_Warek:
CO:is there a problem with my definition?

CO_Alar:
*CMO* The radiation levels are rising more quickly than anticipated.

FCO_T`Mok:
::throws a switch feeding power to the console ::

CO_Alar:
*Davis* How long will it take to fix it?

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Sir serial numbers indicate a "minor" SF procurement recall that was never initiated since the Vesuvius training days:

DrDuPont:
*CO* Aye, sir...we are ready.

CEO_Davis:
::Looks at EO::

CEO_Davis:
EO: Figures...

CEO_Davis:
*CO* Half-hour to forty-five minutes, most likely.

DrDuPont:
MO: they should be coming in anytime, lets get to work.

CTO-Crazi (Sound - Alert.wav):

Kris:
ACTION: AS RELAY CONDUIT PROBLEMS BEGIN TO SPREAD, MINOR SYSTEMS BEGIN SHUTTING DOWN ALL OVER THE SHIP.

CO_Alar:
*Davis* I'm holding you to that. The radiation levels are rising rapidly.

FCO_T`Mok:
::tinkering with the boards under the console ::

OPS_Warek:
CO:systems are beginning to shut down slowly

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: It will be done.  Davis out.

XOBishop:
OPS:Do we have any Radiation sensitive cargo onboard?

EO_KLutz:
CEO: We have the approved replacement, but the relay troubles are beginning to affect other systems:

CTO-Crazi:
::notices secondary coupler go off-line in diagnostics systems::

CEO_Davis:
::walks over to EO, looking over shoulder to see console::

CTO-Crazi:
*ME*: I'm getting systems going offline up here!

OPS_Warek:
XO:only in Cargo Bay 1

XOBishop:
::hoping there isn't much corradum on board::

CEO_Davis:
EO: Reroute power as best you can.  I'm going to fix that conduit

CO_Alar:
::wonders if "slowly"means the same thing this time as it did in regards to the radiation:: Ops: Contact Oberon Station, and request assistance.

CEO_Davis:
::Looks at console as he hears a voice come in over the speaker::

CTO-Crazi:
::frowns at console, begins routing controls to bypass damaged systems::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: Sir as you can see we have internal gravity replicator and transporter problems:

FCO_T`Mok:
::grumbles and crawls from beneath with a "daughter card" with a scorch mark on it ::

CEO_Davis:
*CTO*: The power grid is a little unstable after the warp core shut down.  We're attempting to reroute power as best we can here..

DrDuPont:
::motions for the MO to be ready:: MO: we've got people heading our way

OPS_Warek:
*Oberon Station*: Oberon Station this is the U.S.S. Vesuvius; we request support

CTO-Crazi:
CO: ma’am, should we begin to evacuate personnel to the saucer section, just as a precaution?

FCO_T`Mok:
::walks over to a supplies cabinet and looks for a new one ::

CEO_Davis:
EO: Transfer power from secondary systems to the gravity replicator.  Don't worry about the transporter for now...we'll prioritize.

Kris:
<Oberon Station>  Vesuvius:  What do you need already?

CO_Alar:
Crazi: No, not at this time.

CEO_Davis:
::shuffles over to office, picking up a repair kit, then walking back to the middle of the engineering::

XOBishop:
OPS:Are you feeling all right? Do you need to go to sickbay?

OPS_Warek:
XO:I'll be fine

CEO_Davis:
EO: Just keep transferring available power to failing systems.  Activate two other fusion reactors as well...that should keep the power level nominal.

DrDuPont:
::begins triage::

OPS_Warek:
Com:Oberon Station this Vesuvius request emergency aid

EO_KLutz:
::works feverishly at console to try to establish power transfer to vital systems::

CEO_Davis:
::walks into the storage room off of main engineering and begins looking for the appropriate conduit::

CTO-Crazi:
::checks internal sensors for a possible saboteur::

FCO_T`Mok:
::Grumbles:: OPS: Do we have one of these boards onboard ? ::walks over and hands it to OPS ::

EO_KLutz:
CEO: If you believe the inventory it should be in bin 32 level B:

CEO_Davis:
::puts repair kit down and begins looking on shelves up and down::

OberonOPS:
COM Vesuvius: What's happened?  We're getting some odd readings from you all.  Did you just vent plasma all over out there?

CEO_Davis:
::overhears Klutz since the door is still open::

OPS_Warek:
Com Oberon Station:yes and the radiation level is rising over here

CEO_Davis:
::looks towards that section, but the conduit is not there::

CO_Alar:
::checks the ship's status, and is really fighting down the urge to get down to Engineering.::

XOBishop:
::looks around at the dim lighting with crimson hues from the semi functional red alert signals:: ::mutters to self:: I sure picked the wrong time to transfer

CEO_Davis:
::looks underneath, however, and finds it::

DrDuPont:
::sickbay quickly fills up, the medical staff has their hands full::

CTO-Crazi:
::initiates high intensity sensor sweep for anything external that might have caused this, also looks for possible cloaked ships::

CEO_Davis:
::picks up kit and heads out of engineering::

EO_KLutz:
:: Thinks so much for perpetual inventory systems hummph ::

CO_Alar:
Bishop: This could have happened anywhere...::said quietly::

CTO-Crazi:
XO: I've run security sweeps and there is no evidence of a saboteur

DrDuPont:
::treating radiation:::

CEO_Davis:
::steps into TL:

EO_KLutz:
CEO: I've done all I can to Reroute systems I'll join you in the search for the conduit:

CEO_Davis:
TL:Deck 39.

XOBishop:
CTO:I have a feeling this was caused by inept starbase technicians but continue your investigation

OPS_Warek:
FCO:we're due to drop off some of this material at Outpost 56 when we're finished the test flight ::points to one of the items on the list::

CTO-Crazi:
XO: reports coming in of radiation poisoning

CEO_Davis:
::watches as the TL doesn't respond::

FCO_T`Mok:
OPS: where is it please ? We need it to control this beast

OPS_Warek:
FCO:Cargo Bay 1

CEO_Davis:
::Shakes head and looks for the nearest jeffries tube opening::

EO_KLutz:
:: looks back over the power grid and wonders what the blue button does?::

FCO_T`Mok:
::Nods:: CO: Request permission to go rob a part in Cargo Bay 1

OPS_Warek:
CO:Turbo Lifts seem to have stop working

CO_Alar:
::brow wrinkles:: T'Mok: Granted.

CEO_Davis:
::finds entrance and pops the hatch, slipping in, then reaching out and taking his kit and the conduit with him::

FCO_T`Mok:
::overhears OPS and thinks : Oh Joy ::

XOBishop:
*CMO*:Have you begun inoculating the crew with Hyronolin yet?

CEO_Davis:
::crawls along, remembering the coordinates in his head::

CTO-Crazi:
::watches as more systems, luckily non-essential, go off-line::

FCO_T`Mok:
::strides to JT access #2 and opens it ::

DrDuPont:
*XO* Just about to send out my team, sir.

CEO_Davis:
::begins to feel sick to his stomach::

OberonOPS:
ACTION: DEBRIS FALLS OUT OF ACCESS #2.

XOBishop:
*CEO*:Status?

CEO_Davis:
::pauses for a moment, hoping the pain will pass::

MO_Pipe:
::crawls out of the pile of supplies after 2 minutes of heroic effort::

CEO_Davis:
::looks down and realizes he is floating::

DrDuPont:
MO: take this medkit and begin at the Bridge and inoculate them with Hyronolin.

OberonOPS:
::dispatching two shuttles with engineering crews to assist the U.S.S. Vesuvius in limping back to Oberon Station::       Tsk, tsk.

CTO-Crazi:
::sensors detect falling debris::

CEO_Davis:
::takes a minute to adjust; finally, he hits his comm badge::

EO_KLutz:
*CEO*: we've got more trouble down here sir. Power distribution to all essential systems is failing at a faster rate than repairs:

MO_Pipe:
::forgoes looking for applause:: CMO: Aye Aye

OPS_Warek:
CO:we just lost gravity in main engineering

CEO_Davis:
*XO*: I'm almost at the blown conduit.  We've lost gravity on part of Deck 39, anyway.

CO_Alar:
Bishop: You have the bridge. I'm heading down there.

OPS_Warek:
CO:no it's coming on and off

DrDuPont:
::shakes head and hands Holly another medkit to begin in Engineering::

CTO-Crazi:
::frowns, begins erecting forcefields where needed::

EO_KLutz:
:: Begins to float toward ceiling::

XOBishop:
*CEO*:Acknowledged, keep on it

FCO_T`Mok:
::climbs downwards towards deck 38 ::

MO_Pipe:
::begins to make way to the bridge::

CO_Alar:
::enters the turbolift at the back of the bridge:: Main Engineering.

DrDuPont:
::sends out the rest of her teams around the ship::

CEO_Davis:
*EO*: Take the primary systems offline and go to secondary then.  Bring all fusion generators online first, however....make sure we have enough power to establish secondary systems.

CTO-Crazi:
::orders security teams to areas where gravity is off, has them seal the areas off, in gravity suits::

XOBishop:
CO:Aye Sir, be careful

EO_KLutz:
:: notices magnetic boot cabinet on the way up and grabs a pair::

CEO_Davis:
::"swims" through the jeffries tube, finally finding the conduit; it is charred severely::

MO_Pipe:
::opens Jeffries tube and begins to crawl up::

DrDuPont:
*XO* my teams have been dispersed throughout the ship, the MO is on his way to the bridge as we speak.

CTO-Crazi:
XO: I'm having the areas where the gravity has gone off-line evacuated off non-essential personnel

MO_Pipe:
::crawling through the Jeffries tube to the bridge::

CEO_Davis:
::pins himself against opposite side of tube, then steps on console and kit, keeping them in place; he feels around the console for a release hatch::

XOBishop:
CTO:Understood, also have one of your men go to my quarters and take my son to the emergency shelter

FCO_T`Mok:
::hears the rumble of a TL passing and thinks : ? ::

CO_Alar:
::the doors close, and the lights dim::Computer: Main Engineering.

MO_Pipe:
*CMO* I'm in the JT on the way to the bridge, I'm moving as fast as I can

CTO-Crazi:
XO: aye sir ::dispatches a team::

CEO_Davis:
::Finds hatch, then locates it on other side; he turns to back of the console and hears a loud click, and a fizzle::

CO_Alar:
::the turbolift shudders and halting heads to the lower decks::

FCO_T`Mok:
:::Reaches Deck 38 and swings out onto the deck ::

XOBishop:
::looks over and scoots over to the pre warmed center seat::

CTO-Crazi:
XO: I'd suggest evacuating all civilians to emergency shelters

DrDuPont:
*MO* Acknowledged, do the best you can.....and if you can't, then I know the CTO can come up with an exercise program that will build those muscles.

CEO_Davis:
::pulls conduit out and watches as burned remains fall out from where the conduit was::

CEO_Davis:
::takes out tricorder and sweeps over connecting cables::

XOBishop:
CTO:Absolutely, get on it

OPS_Warek:
::diverts power from less essential systems to more essential systems::

MO_Pipe:
::scowls and feels unappreciated::

FCO_T`Mok:
::walks into Cargo Bay 1 ::

CO_Alar:
::the TL finally opens in Engineering, and she finds herself floating...a rather odd sensation::

DrDuPont:
*MO* move it mister, the folks on the bridge need that inoculation.

CTO-Crazi:
::sounds alarm for civilians to head for emergency shelters, sends out numerous security teams to assist::

FCO_T`Mok:
::peers at boxes manifests ::

CEO_Davis:
::notices that the power connectors are completely fried, he places the tricorder back into the kit and pulls out a laser cutter::

CTO-Crazi:
::activates auxiliary power to keep the systems up::

CO_Alar:
::she accesses a work station, and although the power is intermittent, it looks like repairs are commencing::

XOBishop:
::rests his elbows on the arms of the chair and locks his fingers together in front of him::

MO_Pipe:
::huff puff huff puff, arrives outside of bridge out of breath::

OPS_Warek:
XO:I suggest shutting down of all non essential systems

CO_Alar:
*Davis* What is your status?

FCO_T`Mok:
Self : here a Power conduit section and there one , hmmm over here ? Aha!

CEO_Davis:
::pins himself against the other side of the tube and reaches inside the conduits place, pulling out two pieces that tore off the main console and stuck into the spot;:

CEO_Davis:
Self: Ayyyy!

XOBishop:
OPS:The few that are remaining? keep them on stand by

MO_Pipe:
::arrives on bridge:: XO: reporting to distribute medicine

CTO-Crazi:
::frowns::  MO: if you must

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: I've removed the burned out conduit, but the transfer cables are burned out.  I'm cutting them out and then rewiring some of this...hard to tell how long it'll take.  Best guess is 10 minutes.

OPS_Warek:
XO:if you say so sir

OberonOPS:
ACTION: THE TWO SHUTTLE TEAMS REQUEST CLEARANCE TO LAND IN A SHUTTLE BAY.

FCO_T`Mok:
::pulls out the board he needs ::

DrDuPont:
::coordinates the efforts of her team::

XOBishop:
::looks up at the MO::Start with OPS

MO_Pipe:
::leans on railing and coughs:: XO: Aye

CEO_Davis:
::hits button and begins to severe wires from the grid of wires in the back of the slot::

FCO_T`Mok:
::walks back towards the JT ::

XOBishop:
OPS:Give them clearance to land in shuttle bay 2

OPS_Warek:
COM Shuttles:clearance granted to land in shuttle bay 2

FCO_T`Mok:
::Begins the long climb back up ::

MO_Pipe:
OPS: please hold out your arm ::removes hypo from his medicine bag::

OberonOPS:
ACTION: THE OBERON SHUTTLES LAND IN SHUTTLEBAY 2.

OPS_Warek:
::holds out arm::

XOBishop:
*CO*:The Engineering teams have arrived sir, did you make it to Main Engineering ok?

CEO_Davis:
::severs three wires, then looks back to find what color connector is attached to the conduit; looks back and again cuts::

CO_Alar:
*Davis* I am in Engineering at present. I'll do what I can here.

CO_Alar:
*Bishop* I arrived all right.

MO_Pipe:
::inoculates OPS:: XO: I'm ready for you now Sir

CTO-Crazi:
XO: I'd suggest preparing for saucer separation if radiation levels get to high!

CEO_Davis:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Captain. Thank you.

CTO-Crazi:
::watches as more reports of radiation come in::


FCO_T`Mok:
::Pauses at level 20, feeling faint ::

XOBishop:
::tilts his head to the left slightly:: MO:Get it done with

CEO_Davis:
::pulls out remains of wires that he didn't pick up before, then "tosses" the conduit down the jeffries tube::

XOBishop:
CTO:It’s too risky

OPS_Warek:
XO:radiation is still rising slowly

MO_Pipe:
::removes liquid capsule, and replaces it with another one on the hypo and inoculates the XO::

CEO_Davis:
::places hands against bottom of slot and sweeps out as much dirt as he can::

FCO_T`Mok:
::resumes his climb ::

DrDuPont:
::finishes up in Sickbay:: *XO* All those with a mild case of radiation poisoning have been treated and released back to duty, three remain in Sickbay for further treatment.

CTO-Crazi:
::wonders if the CEO will ever get the ship fixed::

CO_Alar:
::works in Engineering trying to secure some of the lesser systems::

XOBishop:
*CMO*:Any fatalities yet?

CEO_Davis:
::feels towards back and grabs hold of wires in the back; feels around and presses a button, and watches the wires light up with a light blue tint::

DrDuPont:
*XO* None

CTO-Crazi:
XO: 2 people are reported dead of radiation poisoning

FCO_T`Mok:
::enters bridge and crawls under the Flight Controls console ::

XOBishop:
::nods to Warek::

FCO_T`Mok:
::inserts board ::

DrDuPont:
*XO* Prognosis is good.

CEO_Davis:
::begins connecting wires to the new conduit, going from one to another, then checking to make sure they are in::

MO_Pipe:
*MO* be advised I am continue to inoculate the bridge staff

FCO_T`Mok:
::passes out ::

DrDuPont:
*MO* acknowledged.

CEO_Davis:
::grabs hold of conduit and places it into slot, pushing it in and hearing it click::

OPS_Warek:
::continues to transfer power to where it's needed::

XOBishop:
::looks at the FCO and runs over to him::MO:Crewman! get over here

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


